Frequency domain studies have recently demonstrated that charged scalar fields exhibit fast growing superradiant instabilities when interacting with charged black holes in a cavity. Here, we present a time domain analysis of the long time evolution of test charged scalar field configurations on the Reissner-Nordström background, with or without a mirror-like boundary condition. Initial data is taken to be either a Gaussian wave packet or a regularised (near the horizon) quasi-bound state. Then, Fourier transforming the data obtained in the evolution confirms the results obtained in the frequency domain analysis, in particular for the fast growing modes. We show that spherically symmetric (ℓ = 0) modes have even faster growth rates than the ℓ = 1 modes for 'small' field charge. Thus, our study confirms that this setup is particularly promising for considering the non-linear development of the superradiant instability, since the fast growth makes the signal overcome the numerical error that dominates for small growth rates, and the analysis may be completely done in spherical symmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Superradiant scattering is a classical process through which energy can be extracted from a black hole (BH). For a rotating, i.e Kerr, BH, with horizon angular velocity Ω + , this process occurs when an impinging wave of a bosonic field with frequency ω and azimuthal quantum number m obeys the condition ω < mΩ + [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Then, upon scattering, rotational energy is extracted from the BH, simultaneously extracting enough angular momentum such that the BH's area/entropy does not decrease. This scattering can become an instability if the wave repeatedly scatters off the BH. This is achieved, for instance, by either introducing a mass term for the field or imposing a mirror-like boundary condition outside the BH, which reflects the wave. Then, the total extracted energy grows exponentially with time -suggesting an explosive phenomenon that has been dubbed the black hole bomb [3, 7] -, and the linear (test field) approximation will break down. The complete non-linear development of this instability, including its back-reaction on the geometry and its endpoint, is still not understood. It has been suggested that the explosive event may be akin to a bosenova [8] observed in condensed matter systems, and further progress needs fully non-linear numerical simulations [9] . One problem in achieving these numerical evolutions is that the growth rate of the instability is very small [5, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and its signal can become buried in numerical noise.
In a recent work [16] we have shown the growth rate of scalar superradiant modes can be much faster in the case of a charged, i.e Reissner-Nordström (RN), BH. In * Electronic address: jcdaza@ua.pt † Electronic address: herdeiro@ua.pt this case, superradiant scattering occurs if a charged field with frequency ω and charge q impinging on a charged BH with horizon electric potential Φ + obeys ω < ω c ≡ qΦ + [17] . Upon scattering, Coulomb energy is extracted from the BH, simultaneously decreasing enough its charge such that its area/entropy does not decrease. In this case, however, in order to have a superradiant instability it is not enough to add a mass term to the field. It is also necessary to impose a mirror-like boundary condition at some distance from the BH [18] [19] [20] [21] . For such charged BH in a cavity, states with an imaginary part of the frequency of up to Im(M ω) ∼ 0.07 were obtained in [16] . As a comparison, in the Kerr case, the maximum growth rates are Im(M ω) ∼ 1.74 × 10
for massive fields in asymptotically Minkowski space and Im(M ω) ∼ 6 × 10 −5 for mirror-like boundary conditions [5, 15] . The growth time scale is set by the inverse of Im(ω). Therefore the aforementioned frequencies demonstrate that the e-folding time can be at least three orders of magnitude smaller in the charged case than in the rotating case. Subsequently, it was argued in [22] that, for the charged case, Im(M ω) scales as qQ/r + , for large qQ, where Q, r + are the charge and (Schwarzschild) radial coordinate of the BH's event horizon. Such scaling implies that in the charged case, the instability's e-folding time can be made arbitrarily short by increasing q.
In this paper, by performing a time domain analysis, we further confirm the existence of fast growing superradiant modes for charged BHs in a cavity. We evolve in time two types of charged scalar field wave packets, in the background of a RN BH in a cavity with radius r m . The choice of the initial data, as well as background and field parameters determines the particular set of quasibound states that will have leading amplitudes. By time evolving this initial data and Fourier transforming the evolution data, we identify the frequencies of these dominant quasi-bound states, and observe they match values obtained in the frequency domain analysis [16] , some of which correspond to unstable modes. After a sufficiently long time evolution, we verify that the unstable mode with the largest growth rate dominates the evolution and its growth rate is in excellent agreement with the imaginary part obtained from the frequency domain analysis.
In [16] we have focused on modes with angular momentum number ℓ = 1. This choice was motivated by the goal of comparison with the rotating case, for which these modes are the fastest growing ones. Here, we shall also explicitly consider ℓ = 0 modes and observe that similar instabilities to the ℓ = 1 case -which may have even faster growth rates for 'small' field charge -are obtained. By contrast, in the rotating case, modes with ℓ = 0 cannot yield superradiant states. The existence of unstable spherically symmetric modes for the charged case implies that the non-linear development of the superradiant instability can be studied in a spherically symmetric setup. Such symmetry, together with the shorter time scales involved, makes charged BHs in a cavity particularly interesting for non-linear studies of the superradiant instability.
One may worry, however, that numerical difficulties will be introduced by the need to impose a mirror-like boundary condition. Indeed, in [23] , for instance, an attempt to impose such boundary conditions for a binary BH evolution led to loss of convergence after a few reflections of the signal off the reflecting boundary. We will find no such problem: our implementation of the mirror-like boundary condition yields long term stable evolutions, as in [15] , for the test field analysis performed herein.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the background and field setup. In Sec. III we discuss the test field's flux and energy which shall be monitored during the time evolutions, the system of equations to be solved in the time domain analysis, the boundary conditions and the numerical method. In Sec. IV the numerical results for two types of initial data are described. We also review some results on quasi-bound states of charged scalar fields around charged BHs with or without mirror-like boundary conditions. In the following, the former states shall be dubbed mirrored states. Final remarks are presented in Sec. V. We shall use units in which G = 1 = c = .
II. FRAMEWORK
We consider Einstein-Maxwell theory minimally coupled to a complex, charged, massive scalar field. Linearizing the field equations (on the scalar field), yield the Einstein-Maxwell equations plus the Klein-Gordon equation describing the evolution of massive charged scalar perturbation in the Einstein-Maxwell background:
where A ν is the electromagnetic potential and q and µ are the charge and the mass of the scalar field. The Einstein-Maxwell background we wish to consider is the RN black hole. The metric, written in standard Schwarzschild type coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) reads
where
whereas the gauge field is given by an electric potential of the form A ν dx ν = −Q/r dt. The Klein-Gordon equation (1) is separable in the RN geometry with the ansatz
where Y m ℓ (θ, ϕ) are the scalar spherical harmonics satis-
where the effective potential is given by
(6) The tortoise coordinate r * is defined as
The quasi-bound state solutions we wish to consider satisfy a purely ingoing boundary condition close to the external horizon, R ℓ ∼ e −i(ω−ωc)r * . In the far field region they should decay to zero; asymptotically these solutions can be written as R ℓ ∼ eq r withq = µ 2 − ω 2 , and Re(q) < 0. As a consequence of imposing a pair of boundary conditions the spectrum of complex frequencies becomes discrete. The real part of ω sets the oscillation frequency of the mode, whereas the imaginary part determines its growth or decay rate.
III. TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS
In order to solve the Klein-Gordon equation in the time domain, we use a more suitable coordinate system, the ingoing Kerr-Schild coordinates (t, r, θ, φ), obtained from Schwarzschild coordinates by changing the time coordinate
In these coordinates the RN metric becomes
In terms of the standard ADM variables,
we read off that the lapse function α and the shift vector β i are
Observe that β i = [β r α 2 , 0, 0]. Furthermore, the radial components of the induced metric γ ij are
The Kerr-Schild form of the metric has become popular in the numerical relativity community because a constant t hypersurface is non singular and horizon penetrating which allows for convenient imposition of boundary conditions.
A. Scalar flux and energy
In the RN spacetime the timelike Killing vector field k = ∂/∂t defines a conserved current J µ = T µ ν k ν . The integration of the conservation law ∇ µ J µ = 0 over a finite region of spacetime yields
Since the spacetime is static, the last integral becomes an integration over a surface of t = cte, Σ t ,
in terms of the standard ADM variables α and γ (determinant of the spatial metric). Taking the field energy E as the integral on a space-like slice of the zeroth component of the currrent
then (13) implies
where ∂Σ t is the boundary of the hypersurface, dS i = n i dθdϕ √ g S 2 and n i is the vector normal.
Using the decomposition in spherical harmonics of the field (4) the energy (14) , can be written as E = ℓ,m
In a similar way, the flux passing though a surface of r = cte
can be decomposed as a sum over angular modes,
B. Equations of motion
To obtain a first order system of equations of motion, we introduce the auxiliary functions
where we have dropped the mode number subscripts to simplify the notation. The following system of evolution equations for φ, π and ψ is obtained.
The definition of ψ becomes a constraint, of the form
that must be satisfied at all times. If C r is zero initially, and the evolution equation holds exactly, C r will remain zero during the evolution. Numerical truncation errors and boundary errors may cause, however, deviations from zero. Hence, keeping track of the evolution of C r provides a test for the accuracy of the numerical simulations.
C. Numerics and boundary conditions
The evolution equations for the radial components were solved by making use of the 1+1 dimensional PDE solver described in [24] and also used in [25] . The numerical algorithm utilized by this code is based on the method of lines in a third order Runge-Kutta scheme such that the spatial derivatives were evaluated with a second order symmetric finite difference stencil. To guarantee stability by suppressing high frequency instabilities a standard fourth order dissipation term was also applied.
We have decomposed the field into its real and imaginary part φ = φ R + iφ I and solved the corresponding system of coupled equations. The evolution scheme is simpler than for the corresponding Kerr case [14, 26] ; but it is still technically challenging because of the requirement of high resolution, long integration times and boundary conditions.
A simple way to implement the mirror-like boundary condition at a given radial coordinate r = r m is by setting the field and the dynamical fields to zero at the boundary. This works well when the shift vector is equal to zero. For the RN spacetime in Kerr-Schild coordinates, however, this boundary condition produces strong violations of the constraint. These constraint violations propagate into the inner domain and grow, eventually dominating the numerical solution.
In order to impose the mirror-like boundary condition in our numerical scheme we proceed as follows. At the mirror position the field must satisfy three conditions φ(r m ) = 0, ∂ t φ(r m ) = 0 and ∂ tt φ(r m ) = 0. The first condition is straightforward to implement. The second, using equation (19) gives a relationship between ψ(r m ) and π(r m ). For the third we substitute the definition of π, ∂ tt φ(r m ) = ∂ t (α 2 π(r m ) + β r ψ(r m )) = α 2 ∂ t π(r m ) + β r ∂ t ψ(r m ) and use the equation (21) together with (20) to get and equation for π(r m ), ψ(r m ) and their spatial derivatives. Finally we use one sided finite differencing stencils to approximate the radial derivatives. This procedure provide us an algebraic system of equations for ψ(r m ) and π(r m ) in terms of their values at the inner points that has to be solved at each time step.
IV. RESULTS
Solving the above system of equations of motion one obtains a time series for the scalar field amplitude at an observation point with a given radius r o , with r + < r o < r m . After a given number of time steps we perform a Fast Fourier transform to obtain the field amplitude in frequency space -the power spectrum -and identify the frequencies. In the following we shall report two distinct cases. The evolution of the charged scalar field in 1) the asymptotically Minkowski RN BH; 2) in the RN BH in a cavity.
A. Asymptotically Minkowski space
We have evolved the charged scalar field in the RN background without imposing the mirror-like boundary condition. Instead, we impose the condition π + ψ = 0 at some r = r max . For an uncharged massless scalar this corresponds to impose the incoming characteristic modes to be zero. For a charged massive scalar field this condition introduces a small error that propagates inside the numerical domain. In order to avoid any kind of contamination we set r max sufficiently far out, i.e r max > t evol where t evol is the total evolution time. Fig. 1 (left panel) illustrates a generic evolution. We have used as initial data at t = 0 a static Gaussian perturbation centered at r cg :
with φ 0 = 3 × 10 −3 , r cg = 10M and σ = 2M . The power spectrum obtained from this time evolution data, shows set of distinct frequencies that can be compared with those obtained in the frequency domain in [16, 27] for the same parameters. This comparison is made in Table I and shows a good agreement. Fig. 1 . The analytic (numerical) ones were obtained using the continued fraction method (Fourier transform of the evolution data).
A curious behaviour that can be observed in the asymptotically flat case, due to the absence of growing modes is displayed in Fig. 1 (right panel) . When the initial data excites two modes with a similar frequency, one observes a beating behaviour. This has already been noticed in [14] for an uncharged field in a rotating background and in [28] in a Schwarzschild background. This beating results from the coupling between the two modes with similar frequency which can be observed in the inset of the figure. 
B. RN BH in a cavity

Gaussian initial data
We consider a Gaussian initial data, described by eq. (23). Unless otherwise specified we take r m = 15M, r o = 5M, µM = 0.1. For some values of the parameters the evolution is displayed in Fig. 2 . This figure shows that at early times, t/M 10 4 , the field amplitude (top left panel) decreases; but an exponential growth follows. The exponential growth becomes clear in the left bottom panel of Fig. 2 , where the field energy is displayed against a linear fit of the form ln(E/E 0 ) as a function of t/M (blue dashed line). In the inset, the initial decrease of the field energy due to the absorption by the BH is shown. The right panels of Fig. 2 show the power spectrum of the Fourier transform of the field amplitude obtained at four different stages in the evolution and provide a mode interpretation of the field's development. At stage 1 (t/M = 10
3 ) one identifies three well resolved frequencies. The dominant mode is the first overtone which has an exponential decay. The critical frequency, separating growing modes (ω < ω c ) from decreasing modes (ω > ω c ) is ω c = 0.501431 and it is marked with a vertical dashed line. At stage 2 (t/M = 10 4 ) one observes a noticeable growth of the fundamental mode which becomes comparable to the first overtone at stage 3 (t/M = 4 × 10 4 ). Finally, at stage 4 (t/M = 2×10 5 ), the dominant mode is the fundamental mode. The exponential growth rate for the energy corresponding to the dashed blue line in the bottom left panel is in agreement with twice the imaginary part of the frequency of the fundamental mode with an error of less than 1%.
Next we compare time evolutions for different values of the field charge q, keeping the same Gaussian initial data as before. We take three cases with qM = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, keeping Q/M = 0.9 and considering modes with ℓ = 1; the frequencies of the fundamental mode and first two overtones are displayed in Table II . Observe that the unstable modes are the ones with a positive imaginary part.
In Fig. 3 we display the time evolution of the field amplitude (left panels) and power spectrum of the Fourier transform (middle panels) for the three cases described in the previous paragraph. In all three cases the field amplitude grows exponentially. The power spectrum, taken at t/M = 1.5 × 10 5 , shows that the dominant mode is always the one with the largest (positive) imaginary part in Table II , that is, the fastest growing mode. The right panel of Fig. 3 shows an exponential growth for the field energy that matches twice the imaginary part of the frequency of the corresponding fastest growing mode. We also consider the evolution of ℓ = 0 modes to show they exhibit the superradiant instability and compare their growth time rates with the ℓ = 1 modes. Superradiant ℓ = 0 modes are particular to charged BHs, and do not occur in the rotating case. For the same q, Q parameters as before we find that the frequencies of the fundamental mode and first two overtones are those displayed in Table III . Then, in Fig. 4 the time evolution of these modes is displayed in analogy to Fig. 3 . A noticeable fact is that the growth rates are about two orders of magnitude faster than than the corresponding ℓ = 1 modes. 
Regularized mirrored states
The previous examples with Gaussian initial data, as well as other numerical experiments, show that for a given set of parameters q, µ, Q, ℓ, r m , the corresponding fundamental mode and the first overtones are excited. Perhaps all overtones are excited, but for higher overtones, which are energetically more costly, the corresponding amplitude is too small to be seen in our numerical evolutions. One may ask, however, if it is possible to choose initial data as to excite a single frequency. The obvious initial data to attempt such state, is to take the radial function of the mirrored sate. These radial functions obey eq. (5) and may be constructed in the frequency domain [16] . We have consider the time evolution of such an initial state: the fundamental mode for qM = 0.9 = Q/M , ℓ = 1. The Fourier transform of the time evolution of the field's amplitude is shown in Fig. 5 . We observe that higher overtones appear excited as well. The reason may be related to the fact that mirrored states (as in the generic case of quasi-bound states) diverge at the event horizon and the radial function we have used to mimic the quasi-bound state is smoothed out therein. Although the two radial functions only differ in a small vicinity of the horizon this may be enough to excite other states.
Rapid growth configurations
Finally we shall consider the fastest growing configurations discussed in [16] . We thus take r m = 5M , qM = 40, Q/M = 0.9 and ℓ = 1 for which a mode was reported with M ω = 9.4655 + 0.07099i. For the same parameters the most unstable mode with ℓ = 0 has M ω = 9.4385 + 0.08157i. Thus for this values of the charge the difference in growth rate for ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 1 modes has already become very small. We checked this is the general pattern: as q increases the dependence in ℓ becomes less important in agreement with the results of [22] . Fig. 6 shows the signal as measured by an observer located at r o = 3M . As in the previous cases we took a Fourier transform of the signal to obtain the oscillating frequency. In this high frequency set up the dominant mode is the ground state. At very early times one can see the growth of the signal. Although we do not have enough data to say whether other overtones are present (longer runs will drive the energy very outside of the test field regime) the frequency agrees with the value previously reported. The growth rate coincides with the imaginary part of the frequency as well.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The laws of BH mechanics do not forbid physical processes that may extract energy from BHs. Indeed, for a Kerr-Newman BH, the first and second laws require only that the BH energy variation dE is bounded below by the angular momentum and charge variations, dJ, dQ respectively, as
Thus energy extraction, i.e dE < 0, is possible if accompanied by a sufficient large extraction of either angular momentum or charge. A physical process that materializes this possibility is superradiant scattering. Taking dE = −ω, dJ = −m, dQ = −q one obtains precisely the superradiance conditions described in the Introduction. The existence of quasi-bound states of a bosonic field in the superradiant regime generates an instability of the BH. The field extracts energy from the BH, together with angular momentum and charge (or both), and starts to pile up around it until non-linear phenomena start to dominate the evolution. Understanding such evolution requires non-linear numerical simulations. Some progress in this type of simulations for the Kerr case has been reported in [8, 29] , where non-linear interactions for the scalar field were considered but not the backreaction on the geometry. The fully-non linear system for the coupled Einstein-scalar field equations seem quite challenging for this case. Even though the numerical relativity community has available techniques to tackle such problems [9] , the very slow growth rates require very long time evolutions, and above all, preventing numerical errors from masking the physical signal.
In this paper we have reported linear time evolutions for a charged scalar field in the background of a RN BH and in particular observed the superradiant growth -in the linear regime -of the field when the BH is enclosed in a cavity. Our results further confirm the existence of rapid growing unstable modes -as compared to the Kerr case -and which may be spherically symmetric [16] . These two features provide a considerable advantage in performing fully non-linear numerical simulations. Such simulations will allow monitoring the development and understanding the end-point of the superradiant instability in a setup which, albeit not exactly equal, will share common features to the astrophysically more relevant Kerr case.
